To whom it may concern,

This bill takes our medical freedom away if I or anyone choose to not vaccinate just for the HPV virus or
the flu that choice will not be mine anymore. This is not just about the measles this is about taking our
rights away. We live in America for a reason for freedom, freedom to choose as parents what is right for
our children. If the CDC comes out with any vaccine from here on out it could be for a disease or not we
will be forced to give to our children we will not have a choice. This is wrong on so many levels.
My son has been diagnosed with a egg, gluten, and dairy allergy. There is lots more he is allergic to as
well, but those are at the top of the list. Since we figured this out and got him off these foods he has
become a different kid. Excelling at school where he was failing because he was in so much pain and
extremely tired the list goes on. Some of these vaccines risk a concern with some of the ingredients for
my son. In talking with the doctor I learned if this bill passes I would be forced to test them out and see
what happens. Let me say that again test it out see what happens. Do you have children? Have you ever
experienced a kid that is allergic to so many things and he can’t even get dressed because his body is
inflamed on the inside screaming his clothes hurt him. Every morning screams his pants don’t feel good
his socks /shoes. Have you experienced night terrors where you kid is up screaming and wants help but
can’t wake up? Everyday crying his stomach and brain hurt? It’s horrible!!! Thank God we had the dr do
a blood test and he is off all these things and after 4months all these horrible things happening to him
are gone! Now let me go back if this bill passes the dr says I can’t get a medical exemption unless after
trying the vaccines (that could affect him) out that may cause him severe harm then I could try filing for
one. Would you want to try this experiment out with your child? I no my kid better than anyone I am
his mother this choice should be mine. I should be able to have the medical choice to no what is best for
me child.
If you need a ingredients list from the FDA on what is in some of these vaccines and what would happen
to my son let me no I will provide.
Please reconsider not pushing this bill through.

Sincerely,
Christal Unger

